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SVAZEK 25 (1980) A P L I K A C E M A T E M A T I K Y ČÍSLO 3 
MAXIMIZATION OF DISTANCES OF REGULAR 
POLYGONS ON A CIRCLE 
FlLIP GlJLDAN 
(Received September 22, 1977) 
The intense development of transport and efforts to achieve maximal efficiency 
raise various practical everyday problems; their generalization and formulation 
determines new interesting mathematical problems. For the best utilization of the 
existing means of transport the application of the available mathematical knowledge 
in the organization and the management of transport is often decisive. 
The main purpose of this paper is to extend the set of already known mathematical 
methods to the solution of some transport problems. 
This paper presents the solution of the basic problem defined in [1] and [2], 
which solves the concrete problem in railway and road transport (the problem of the 
optimization of time-tables by some criteria). 
THE BASIC PROBLEM 
The Basic Problem. Let us have a circle c with a length T and positive integers 
mu m 2, ..-, ms (s > 1). 
It is necessary to locate 
a regular m^-gon Al = {A1U ..., Almi) , 
a regular m2-gon A2 = {A2U ..., A2mz} , 
and 
a regular ms-gon As = {Asl, ..., Asm} 
on the circle c in order that the number 
d = min A^A-^ (where i, l = 1, 2,. . . , s; j = 1,..., m f; 
J = 1, ..., m{, i 4= i) be maximal; 
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the symbol A^Aij denotes the length of the arc from the vertex Atj to the vertex 
Aij in the positive direction. 
Let us have a circle c with a length Tand positive integers mv, m2, ..., ms, (s > 1) 
which are arbitrary but given and fixed through the whole paper. Let us introduce 
now the following definition to avoid possible misunderstandings later. 
Definition 1, Every system of regular polygons Ai9 ..., As located on the circle c 
will be called an M-system. 
Let us introduce a coordinate system on the circle c in the following way. One 
arbitrary point on the circle is denoted by O and to each point X we determine a co-
ordinate x, which is equal to the length of the arc OX in the positive direction. 
Every M-system A1,...,AS can be uniquely determined by s-tuple coordinates 
( a n , a2l, ..., asl) of the vertices All5 ..., Asl. 
For the sake of simplicity we shall study in the following only M-systems with 
asl = 0 and 0 ^ an < Tjmt for every i = 1, ..., s — \. We can do it, because every 
general M-system is identical in geometrical sense with some M-system from the 
chosen class of M-systems which we shall study. 
Now we can characterize every M-system by the (s — l)-tuple U = (aLi, a2l, ... 
..., as_ j x) and the vectors of coordinates 
°i = ( a i i . a i z , •••, almi) 
as = (asl, ..., asms) 
fulfil 
a.. = an + (I - 1) T\mt for 1 ^ j = mt. 
Definition 2. Let Ai9 _4- be polygons on the circle c. The number g(Ai9 At) = 
= min(a i ; — aij + T) mod T will be called the distance between the polygon At 
and the polygon A-r 
Definition 3. If no two vertices of the M-system have the same position, i.e. if 
g(Ah Aj) > 0 holds for all i =1= j , the M-system will be called a free M-system. 
Definition 4. The M-system U will be called a fixed M-system, if there exists 
a sequence of positive integers s = ix, i2, ..., in = j (1 _ ik g 5fOr all k)for every j 
(1 = j ^ s) so that g(Aik, Aik + l) = 0 holds for all k (l = k < n). 
CHARACTERISTIC VECTORS AND M-GRAPHS 
C o n s t r u c t i o n 1. Let us have a free M-system U = (O u , .-., fls-ifi). We shall 
construct a directed graph G = (V, H) with a vertex set V = {Xu X2, ..., Xs}. We 
shall carry out the construction in steps. 
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The 0-th s tep 
We define 0atj = atj for all / = 1, ..., S and j = \, ..., m{, then we define the sets 
B0 = {s} and C0 = {1, 2, ..., s - l} , the directed graph G0 = (V0, H0), where 
V0 = {Xs} and H0 = 0. 
The genera l (v + 1)-st s tep 
We have from the preceding v-th step 
v°l = ( y f l l l » • "9 vaimx) 
D ° S \vasl9 • • "> vasms) 
and the sets Bv cz {/};=1, Cv c {/}*=1, the directed graph Gv = (VV,HV), where 
Vv = {!,•; / e Bv}. Now let us define 
dv+1 = min min (va-tJ — va{j + T) mod T . 
lef iy j = 1 ,...,nii 
ieCv j = l,...,m-T 
The M-system U is free and this implies dv+1 > 0. We define Ov+1 = {(/, /); / e Bv, 
i e Cv, so that there exist j,j such that (vaij — vatj + T) mod T = dv+1}. We define 
Py+1 = {ie Cv, so that there exists / such, that (/, i)e Ov+1}. We denote Bv+1 = 
= BVKJPV+1, CV+1 = Cv - P..+ 1. We define vectors u + 1 o . = (,, + ^ a , ..., v+iaimi) 
for / = 1, ..., s in the following way 
v+laij = vaij i f / G Bv 
and 
y + 1 a i y = ^ ^ - dv+1 if i e C p . 
We denote Hv+X = HVKJ {(Xi,X-)',(i,i)e Ov+1}, Vv+1 = {Xte V; i e Bv+1}. We 
define the directed graph Gv+1 = (Vu+1, Hv+1). 
The las t t - th s tep 
There exists t :g s — 1 such that Ct-1 =# 0 and Ct = 0, because card (C0) = s — 1 
and CI + 1 ^ Cj. Thus we obtain the last set of directed edges Ht and the last vectors 
tat. We denote H = Ht and 
* ° 1 = (*#11> •••> * < 3 l m J > 
*°s ~ (* f lsl • ••» * f lsmJ > 
where ^a^. = -a^ for all i,j. The directed graph which we obtained in this construc-
tion from the free M-system U is the graph G = (V, H). The numbers *ai} are the 
coordinates of the fixed M-system *U which we also obtained as the result of Con-
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struction 1. We define a function / : H -> N, N = {/}T=i in this way: f(Xi9Xj) = 
= min {*; 3j, such that *an = *ajj}, thenf(Xi? Xy) < ra,/D(ra(-, ray)is fulfilled, where 
D(ra,, raj) is the greatest common divisor of mt and m}. 
s 
Definitions. Let us have a free M-system U = (all9 ..., a s _ l 5 l ) . Let g = £ ra; 
i = l 
hO/d and /et (c l5 c 2 , . . . , Cg) be such a permutation of the vector (all9 ..., almi, a2l9..., 
«2m2? •••> ^ J * ^ c* ^ ci+1 holds for all i (1 ^ i < O). Let (b1? b2, ..., bj be 
such a vector that for every i (1 :g i gj O) there exists k such thOA cf = ab.k. This 
vector (bl9 b2, ..., bg) will be called the characteristic vector of the free M-system U. 
R e m a r k 1. It is obvious that there exists a unique characteristic vector for every 
free M-system, because an =1= arj holds for every (i, i) =|= (j,j)> 
Definition 6. Let us have a free M-system U. Let Gv = (VV9 Hv) be a graph and 
s 
val9 ..., vas the vectors we obtained in the v-th step of Construction 1. Let g = X!
 m* 
i = l 
hold and let (vcl9 vcl9 ..., vcg) be such a permutation of the vector (vall9 ..., valmi9 
va2l9 ...9Va2mi9 ...9Vasms)that vCi ^ vci+1 holds for all i (1 ^ i < g).Let(vbl9 ...9vbg) 
be such a vector that 
\. for every i (l •< i ^ g) there exists such a k that vct = vavbuk
 and 
2. ifvc{ = vci + 1 then there exists a directed edge from Xb. to Xbi + l in Gv. 
This vector (vbl9 ..., vbg) will be called the general characteristic vector of the 
v-th step of Construction 1 from the free M-system U. 
Lemma 1. Let Gv be a directed graph of the v-th step of Construction 1. Then Gv 
contains no directed cycle. 
Proof. We shall use mathematical induction. 
1. It is obvious for v = 0, because there exists no directed cycle in G0. 
2. Let us have now Gt7_1 with no directed cycle. For Gv = (VV9HV) we have 
Vv = Vv,x u WV9 where Wv = {Xh i e P,} and Hv = i i M u {(Xi9 Xj); (i9j) e Ov}9 
which means that Xt e Vv_x and Xi e Wv for all new edges (Xh Xf) in the v-th step. 
Hence there exists no edge in Gv between two vertices Xh Xj9 both from Wv. 
Then the directed cycle must contain some vertices from Vy_1 and also some 
vertices from Wv. This is a contradiction, as there exist no Xte Vv-X and Xj e Wv 
such that (Xj9 Xt) e Hv. 
Lemma 2. For an arbitrary step v of Construction 1 there exists no more than one 
general characteristic vector (vbl9 vbl9 ..., vbg). 
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Proof. For the vector vc = (vc_, ...,vcg) there exist such numbers 0 = g0 < 
< gi < g2 < ••• < ge = g that vCj = vCj holds for all i (0 < i ___ e) and for all 
_/,_/; (g i - i < j __ gi; gi-i < 7 __ g,)- Let us have two different general characteristic 
vectors („£»_, .. . , _,bj 4= (_,bi, . . . , ^b^) of the same free M-system U and of the same 
step v. Then there exists such i (1 __ i _g e) that („&_,,.__ + _- • •, ,,&_,,) 4= (_&_•.:__+ i> ••• 
...,vb'gi). For every j < j , k < he <g i_1 + l ;g t > the relations _,b7- =j= yb7 and 
yb^ 4- ^ hold because in the opposite case there would exist a cycle in Gv 




vb'k+X ->•••-> Xvy- - Xvb. 
This implies that the vectors (vbg._l + 1, ..., _bg.) and (vbg._l + 1, ..., „b^) are two dif­
ferent permutations of the same set with (gt — _/»__) elements and this implies that 
there exist a, a such that a = vb} = vb'y, and a = vbk = y b^ so that _/___ + 1 __ j < 
< k 5_ gt and _/___ + 1 __ k' < / _g gt. 
This yields that there exists a directed path from Xa to X_ in Gy and there exists 
also a directed path from Xa to Xa in G., and this means that there exists a directed 
cycle in Gv, which is a contradiction — the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3. For every v there exists just one general characteristic vector of the 
v-th step and it is equal to the characteristic vector of the free M-system U. 
Proof. We shall use mathematical induction. 
1. The lemma is obvious for v = 0, because 0au = atj for all ij and aLj 4= aV] 
holds for all (i,j) 4= (i, I). 
2. Let _,_!_» = (v-lbu ..., v-ibg) = (b_, ..., bg) be the general characteristic 
vector of the (v — l)-st step and the characteristic vector of the free M-system U. 
For the v-th step, vatJ = y-iaiy holds for all i e Bv__ and vai} = v-_u^ — dv holds 
for all i e Cv__. This implies that vct = v-xCi holds for ail i such that v-1bi e #___ 
and that vci = v-iCt — dv holds for all i such that v_lbie C,;_i, because for all i 
such that ? J _ib iGC t ; _i and _,__&,-__ e Bv__ the inequality v-_Ci _% t __ 1 c i _ 1 + dp 
holds. Now we prove that v__b is also a general characteristic vector of the v-th step. 
It follows from the preceding that the condition is fulfilled that for every i there 
exists k such that vct = v
a
v-lbi,k because for every i there exists k = k so that _,_ iCf = 
= "~i a,-i*, i f c '
 I f vCi = vci + 1 and 
A) if y_iCi = y-ici+i, then it follows from the preceding (v — l)-st step that there 
exists a directed edge from Xv_ibi to__"__1_.+1 in Gv. 
B) if „_1c i 4= P - _ c i + 1 holds, then v-tCi + dv = _,__ci+_ holds. This implies 
v-ibiE Bv__, v__bi+1 e Cu_i and (.,-ibi; y _ i b i + 1 ) e 0,, and so there exist a new 
edge(X v _ l b i ;X w _ l 6 i + 1 ) i n Gv. 
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From the preceding facts and from lemma 2 it follows that (vbly ..., vbg) = 
= ( y - ib i , ..., v-ibg) = (bi, •-., bg) is a single general characteristic vector of the 
v-th step. 
Definition 7. Given a directed graph G = (V, H); V = (Xi}^=<, H c V x V, then 
every vertex Xj such that (Xh Xj) <£ H for all i will be called an initial vertex of the 
directed graph G. Every vertex Xt such that (Xh Xj) <£ H for all j will be called 
a terminal vertex of the directed graph G. 
Definition 8. Let U be a free M-system. Let G = (V, H) be a directed graph and 
let f be the function f: H -> N, which we obtain in Construction 1 from the free 
M-system U. The ordered triplet (V, H,f) (a weighted directed graph) will be called 
an M-graph of the free M-system U. 
R e m a r k 2. Construction 1 evidently implies that Xs is a single initial vertex in the 
M-graph G and that every M-graph is connected. From Lemma 1 it follows that 
there exists no directed cycle in the M-graph G. It is also true that there exists just one 
corresponding fixed M-system to every M-graph. 
Theorem 1. There exists a unique M-graph G = (V, H,f)for every free M-system 
U. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows from the fact that Construction 1 is 
uniquely determined. 
FINDING ALL M-GRAPHS OF FREE M-SYSTEMS 
THE M-TREE OF THE FREE M-SYSTEM 
C o n s t r u c t i o n 2. Let us have an M-graph G = (V, H,f) of the free M-system U. 
Let us construct a new directed graph (V, H') with the function f : H' ~> N so that 
V = V', H' a H and we delete edges which do not fulfil the following conditions. 
An arbitrary edge (Xh Xj) e H will be contained also in H' if and only if: 
1. There exists no directed path from Xs to Xj in G which does not contain (Xh Xj) 
and which is longer than all the directed paths from Xs to Xj which contain (Xh Xj). 
2. There exists no directed path from Xs to Xj in G 
a) which does not contain (XiXj), but contains (Xk> Xj) and 
b) which is as long as the longest directed path from Xs to Xj9 which contains 
(XhXj)and 
c) k < i holds. 
Now we define the functionf' : H' - Nj'(Xh Xj) = f(Xh Xj) for all (Xh Xj) e H'. 
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Definition 9. Let G = (V, H,f) be an M-graph of the free M-system U. The 
ordered triplet G' = (V,H',f) (a directed weighted graph, which we obtain in 
Construction 2) will be called the M-tree of M-graph G. 
Theorem 2. There exists a unique M-tree to every M-graph of some free M-
system U. 
Proof. It follows from the uniquely determined Construction 2. 
R e m a r k 3. If follows from Construction 2 that every M-tree is a directed weighted 
tree with a single initial vertex Xs. Thus it is in general a simpler graph than the M-
graph. But we must note that not every directed weighted tree with a single initial 
vertex Xs is an M-tree of some M-graph. We shall investigate this fact in Theorem 3, 
Theorem 3. Let us have a directed weighted graph G' = (V',H',f) which is 
a tree with a single initial vertex Xs. Then we can uniquely determine whether G' 
is an M-tree of some M-graph or not. If G' is an M-tree we can uniquely determine 
the corresponding M-graph G and the coordinates *a{j of the corresponding fixed 
M-system *U. 
Proof . If the condition 1 <if'(XiXj) = mjDfai, my) is fulfilled, then we shall 
determine the vectors *af in several steps (if the condition is not fulfilled, then there 
exists no M-graph G with an M-tree G ) . 
The 0-th s t ep 
For *os = (*asl, . . . , *asmJ the condition that *asi = (i — 1) Tjms for all i = \, ... 
...,ms is obviously fulfilled. 
The genera l (v + l ) -s t s tep 
We know already all vectors *af such that there exists a directed path Xs to Xt 
which is not longer than v. Let Rv be a set of all vertices to which the directed path 
from Xs has the length just v. In this (v + l)-st step we determine vectors to which the 
directed path from Xs has the length just (v + 1). Let *aj be such a vector. The 
directed path with the length (v + 1) from Xs to X} must contain some edge (Xh Xy), 
where Xf e Rv. Then one element of the vector *o.- will be *ai,f(Xi,Xj)>
 l r i e others 
will be 
(*ai,f(Xi,x •) + kTJmj) mod T for k = 0, 1, ..., m}> — 1 
We order these elements into a sequence from the least element to the greatest and 
so we obtain the vector *a}. 
In this way we successively determine all vectors *af, i = 1, ..., s; we shall not 
make more than s steps. 
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Then we investigate all such cases of the couples i,j that there exist k, k that 
*aik = *aji and (Xh Xj) <£ G, (Xj, X{) $ G. Let dt (resp. dj) be the length 
of the directed path from Xs to Xt (resp. Xj) in G and let dj _• dt be fulfilled. 
If follows from Construction 1 that if *aik = *ajk-, there must exist either an edge 
(XiXj) or (X,., Xi) in the M-graph G. 
1. If d{ = dj and we add the edge (XtXj), then the length of the directed path from 
Xs through Xt to Xj will be greater and it is a contradiction to condition 1 of con-
struction 2. We obtain the same contradiction if we add the edge (Xj, Xt). This 
implies that there exists no M-graph with an M-tree G. 
2. If dj = dt + 1 and k > i, where (Xk, Xj) is contained in the directed path of the 
length dj from Xs to Xj in G, we can add neither the edge (Xh Xj) because of con-
dition 2 of Construction 2 nor the edge (XjXt) because of condition 1 of Construction 
2. This yields that there exists no M-graph with the M-tree G. 
If conditions 1 and 2 are not fulfilled we add the edge (Xh Xj). We obtain similar 
conditions if dt ^ dj9 if they are not fulfilled, we add the edge (Xj9 Xt). If conditions 1 
and 2 are not fulfilled for all cases (*aik = ^ajl(), G' is an M-tree of the M-graph G 
which we obtain by the mentioned adding of edges and by defining f(XtXj) = 
= min {i; 3/ such that *an = *aj7} for all new edges (Xh X,-). 
Theorem 4, Let us have two free M-systems U, U' which have the same M-graph 
G = G. Then U and U' have also the same characteristic vector (bl9 b2> ..., bg) = 
= (b'l9 ..., b'g). (Also the reverse implication is true, but we do not need it to solve 
our problem.) 
Proof. Let Construction 1 be applied to U (resp. U') in just t (resp. tf) steps and 
let (tbl9 ..., tbg) (resp. (t>b'l9 ..., t'bg)) be the general characteristic vector of the last 
t-th (resp. t'-th) step of Construction 1 from the free M-system U (resp. U'). The 
values of the vectors #0,- and *a\ (for i = I , . . . , s), the coordinates of the correspond-
ing fixed M-systems can be obtained from the M-graphs G, G in the same way as in 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
U and U' have the same M-graph G = G, which implies #afj- = *a;7 for all i,j. 
This gives 
(tcl9 ..., tcg) = \t'C1, ..., rcg) . 
The condition Gt = G = G' = G't is fulfilled, which implies (tbl9 ..., tbg) = 
= (t,b\, ..., rb'g). According to Lemma 3 (bl9 ..., bg) = (tbl9 ..., tbg), (b\, ..., bg) = 
= (t'b\, ..., fb'g) and this implies (bl9 ..., bg) = (b[, ..., b'g), which we wanted to 
prove. 
If we want to find all M-graphs, it is sufficient according to Theorem 3 to find the 
set of all directed trees (with 5 vertices) with a single initial vertex XS9 the edges of 
which are weighted with the function / ' so that 1 ^ f'(Xh Xj) ^ mi\D(mh mj). 
Every directed tree with a single initial vertex Xs is uniquely determined by the set 
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of terminal vertices and by the set of directed paths from Xs to the terminal vertices. 
Starting from this we shall successively construct all directed trees with a single 
initial vertex Xs in the following way: 
C o n s t r u c t i o n 3 
I. We determine successively the number of terminal vertices p = 1, 2 , . . . , s — 1. 
II. To every number p we successively choose the set M of terminal vertices, i.e. 
we construct all the combinations of the p-th class from the elements Xl9X2, ... 
..., Xs _ j . 
III. We arrange the elements of the set M into an increasing sequence Xbl, Xb2, ... 
..., Xbp according to the numbers of the subscripts and we divide the set V - (M u 
u {Xs}) into p disjoint sets Mbl, ..., Mbp (which can be also empty), which determine 
for every vertex Xbi the part of the directed path from Xs to Xb.'m the following way: 
for Xbi, Mbl means just the set of vertices contained in the directed path from Xs 
to Xbl (except Xs, Xbl) and for Xb. (i > 1) Mb. means just the set of vertices contained 
in the directed path from Xg. to Xb. (except Xg., Xbi), where Xg. is such a vertex of 
the directed path from Xs to Xb. that the vertices between Xs and Xg. (also Xg.) are 
i - i 
contained in {Xs} u U Mbj and the directed path from Xg. to Xb. contains no vertex 
i - i y-=i 
from the set U Mb - {Xg.}. 
1=i 
In this way we assign an integer 1, 2, ..., p to each element of the set V — (M u 
u {Xs}), i.e. we perform all permutations with repetitions of the (s — p — l)-st 
class from p elements. 
IV. We choose successively all (p — l)-tuples of the vertices Xg2,Xg3, ..., Xgpt 
i-l 
where Xgi e {Xs} u [J Mbj. 
j=i 
V. We determine successively all the possible directed paths from Xg. to Xb. (for 
given sets Mbi), i.e. we make all permutations of the sets Mbi. 
VI. We determine successively all possible values of the function / ' , i.e. we assign 
to every edge an integer which fulfils 1 ^ f^X;, Xj) ^ m,:/D(mj, mj). 
If we change successively all parameters in cycles I, II, III, IV, V and VI, we obtain 
all suitable weighted directed trees with the vertex set Vand a single initial vertex Xs. 
ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF DIRECTED TREES WHICH HAVE 
A SINGLE INITIAL VERTEX Xs AND WHICH ARE WEIGHTED 
WITH THE FUNCTION f 
For this estimate we shall use the following one to one mapping q> of the set of 
undirected trees with the vertex set V onto the set of directed trees with the same 
vertex Vand a single initial vertex Xs. 
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Let G = (V, H) be an undirected tree, then (p(G) = (V, H') will be the directed 
tree, where V = V and (Xh Xj) e H' if and only if there exists a path from Xs to Xj 
containing (Xh Xj) in G. 
As G is a tree, the condition is fulfilled that for every (XtXj) e H either (Xh Xj) e H' 
or (Xj, Xi) G H'. This implies that cp(G) is also a tree. As there exists a directed path 
from Xs to every X*. + Xs, there exists some k such that (Xk, Xk) e H' and so no 
Xk+ Xs is an initial vertex. Let cp be a mapping which assigns to every directed graph 
its undirected graph by means of deleting the direction of edges. Then the condition 
is fulfilled that the mappings cp, (p are inverse and cp(cp(G)) = G and so cp and cp are 
one to one mappings. According to [3] the number of all undirected trees with s 
vertices is ss~2, so the number of all directed trees with a single initial vertex Xs 
will be the same. To every edge we can assign maximum (max mt) various values, so 
i 
the number of all directed trees with the vertex set V, with a single initial vertex Xs 
and with the edge-weight of the function f will not be greater than ss~2 (max m^'1. 
DETERMINING THE OPTIMAL FREE M-SYSTEM 
Theorems. Let us have a free M-system U _ {Ax, ..., As) and let d = 
= min g(Ai9 A-^). Let Abi, Abi,..., Abt (2 = t ^ s) be the sequence of polygons which 
i * i 
satisfies d = o(Abi, Abi + l) for all i = 1, 2, ..., t — 1 as well as d = o(Abt, Abi). Let 
U' _ {A[, ..., A's} be another free M-system which has the same M-graph G. Let 
there be d' = min o(A\, A'-). Then d' = d. 
Proof. It follows from the assumption of the theorem that there exist il5 i2, ..., it 
and jl9j2,...,jt
 s o t h a t d = AblilAb2j2 = Ab2i2Ab3J3 = ... = Abt_lU_1Abtjt = AbtU . 
. Ablji. We shall carry out the proof indirectly. Let d' > d. Let us have U as assumed 
in Theorem 5, i.e. U and U' have the same M-graph and this implies (Theorem 4) 
that they have the same characteristic vector, too. 
I. Let a - a'bil - abil = AbllA'bll = 0. Hence AbliiAb2J2 = d, AblilAb2J2 = d'. 
It follows that Ab2j2A'b2J2 + AbihAb2J2 = AbthA'bih + A'bihA'b2J2 and then Ab2j2 . 
. A'b2J2 = a + (d' - d). This evidently implies that Ab2kAb2k ^ a + (d' - d) for all 
k = 1,2, ..., mbl. 
In the same way we obtain AHkA'bzk = a + 2(d' - d) for all k = 1, 2, ..., mH, 
and finally we obtain AbtkA'btk = cc + (t - 1) (d' - d) for all k = 1, ..., mbt, and 
also Ab iA'b i = a + (t — 1) (d' — d). Since U and U' have the same characteristic 
vector and asl = a'sl = 0, we have A'btiAbijl + AbtUA'btU = AbtUAbljl + AbijiAbijl 
and then A'btUAbijl = d + a - [a + (t - 1) (d' - d)~] < d < d
f, which is a con-
tradiction, as we must have AbtitA'bijl i> d'. 
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II. The proof is very similar in the case of abxl — abil < 0. 
The theorem is proved. 
In the next part we shall construct to every M-graph a free M-system, which con-
tains the sequence Abi, ..., Abt, which fulfils the conditions from Theorem 5 and so 
this free M-system is the best of all those which have the same M-graph. 
C o n s t r u c t i o n 4. Let us have an M-graph G = (V, H,f). We determine the 
coordinates ^atj of the corresponding fixed M-system ^U in the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 3. Now we shall carry out Construction 4 in steps. 
The 0-th s t ep 
We define 0ai for all i so that 0atJ = *al7 for all i, j . We define the directed graph 
G0 = (V, H0), where H0 c H so that (XtXj) e H0 if and only if (Xh Xj) e H and 
in G there does not exist a longer directed path from Xs to Xj not containing (X,X/) 
than the longest one, which contains (XtXj). We define also e0 = 0 and then we 
have (Xi? Xj) e H0 implies Q(Ah Aj) = 0 = e0. 
The gene ra l (v + 1)-st s tep 
We have vat = (van, ..., vaimt) for i = 1, ..., 5 and the directed graph Gv = (V, Hv). 
We define vkt to be equal to the length of the directed path from Xs to Xt in Gv, 
V 
The condition is fulfilled that if (Xh Xj) e Hv, then g(vAi9 vAj) = J]
 ek and if (Xh Xj) $ 
v fc = 0 
$Hv then Q(vAh VA]) ;> £ ek. We define hv(XhXJ)= min (van - van + T). 
fc = 0 ( i , j f ) 
v vo i~i * v<*j ~j 
. mod T — Y, ek f ° r a ^ 1 = U j =? 5. We define 
fc = 0 
ev+1= min min
 h^X»Xj) and R„+ 1 - {(XhXj) e Hv 
i = l , . . . , S - l J ykf — yk ; + 1 
vki^vkj 
such that ^ gt vkj and ey+1 = hv(XhXJ)\(vki - yk7- + 1)}. We define v + 1at so that 
o+ifly = vCiij + vkt. f?p+1. We denote H'v = Hvu Rv+1 and G'v = (V, H;). If the 
graph G; does not contain a directed cycle, we determine the graph Gv+ x = (V, Hp+x); 
H.+ i cz H; so that (Xi, X,) e Hy+! if and only if (Xh Xj) e Hv and in G'v there does 
not exist a longer directed path from Xs to Xy, not containing (Xh Xj) than the longest 
one, which contains (Xh Xy). 
From the definition of ev+1 it follows that if (Xh Xj) e Hv+1, then Q(V+ xAh v+1Aj) = 
v+l v+1 
= J] ek and if (Xh Xj) $ Hv+1, then Q(v+1Ah v+1Aj) ^ £ efc. 
fc=0 fc=0 
We can begin the (v + 2)-nd step. If the graph G; contains a directed cycle Xftl, 
Xhl,..., Xtt we finish Construction 4 and we can determine the resulting vectors 
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°i ™ {at\> •••> fl/m,)' where a0- = y + 1 a^ for all i,j. These vectors determine the free 
M-system which satisfies d = min O(A-, A )̂ = £ efc and d = £?(Afct, Afci) and for all 
i = 1 , . . . , t - 1, d = O(A5i, A6i + l). 
End of Construction 4. 
In this way we have solved the basic problem, because we can successively construct 
all suitable M-trees (according to Construction 3); to every M-tree we determine its 
M-graph (Theorem 3) and then we find the best M-system (one of the best M-systems 
with the same number d) of the whole group of M-systems, which have the same 
M-graph (Construction 4). Then we only choose the optimal M-system (or M-
systems) from a finite number of M-systems which are the best ones of the whole 
class of M-systems with the same M-graph. 
A SHORT EXAMPLE 
For better understanding of the algorithm solving the problem we shall show one 
part of it. 
Let us have 5 = 4, ra4 = 2, ml = 3, m2 = V ra3 = 5, T = 30. We choose some 
M-tree by Construction 3, e.g. let p = 2, let Xbl = Xu Xb2 = X3, let Mx = 0, 
M 3 = {X2}, let Xg2 = K4, l e t f ' (K 4 , * i ) = 2,f(X4,X2) = 1 , / ' (K 2 ,X 3) = 1-
In this way we have chosen an M-tree G' (see fig. 1). The corresponding M-graph G 
(see fig. 2) determines the fixed M-system *U (see fig. 7), whose coordinates are 
*a4 = (0, 15); * 0 l = (5, 15, 25); *a2 = (0); *a3 = (0, 6, 12, 18, 24). 
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In the 0-th step of Construction 4 we define 0a1 = ^at; 0a2 = *a2; 0 a 3 = *a3; 
o°4 = *°4 and we determine the graph G0 (see fig. 3). 
Figure 5 — G x . 
*Alif*AS?AAZ1 
Figure 6 — G^. 
Figure 8 — U. 
A33 An 
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In the first step we find that et = \\ xa4 = (0, 15); la1 = (5^; 15^; 25£); la2 = 
— (i)l i°3 = (-• 7, 13, 19, 25). We determine the graph Co (see fig. 4) and the graph 
C! (see fig. 5). 
In the second step we find that e2 = \\ 2 o 4 = (0, 15); 2a1 = (7, 17, 27); 2 o 2 = (1); 
2 o 3 = (2, 8, 14, 20, 26). The graph G\ (see fig. 6) contains two directed cycles, thus 
Construction 4 is finished. The result is that the best free M-system U (see fig. 8) 
of those which have the same M-graph G has the vectors with coordinates o 4 = 
= (0, 15); al = (7, 17, 27); o 2 = (l); o 3 = (2, 8, 14, 20, 26) and that 1 = d = 
= min Q{AiA^) (1 <; i, i <, 4) holds. 
I * I 
The above problem corresponds e.g. to a network of 4 bus lines which have regular 
time-tables (the first line has the interval 10 minutes between two vehicles, the second 
has 30 minutes, the third has 6 minutes, the fourth has 15 minutes). The bus lines 
have one common segment on which we optimize the transport by the solution of the 
basic problem. 
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Súhrn 
MAXIMALIZÁCIA VZDIALENOSTI PRAVIDELNÝCH 
MNOHOUHOLNÍKOV NA KRUŽNICI 
FlLIP GULDAN 
Tento článok uvádza riešenie základného problému, definovaného v [1] a [2] 
a riešiaceho konkrétny problém v železničnej a cestnej dopravě (problém, optimali-
zácie cestovných grafikonov na základe určitých kriterií). 
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